
2016 – THE LNG 
YEAR IN REVIEW

The relentless LNG oversupply expected by some in 2016 
did not materialise, with old plants suffering from outages 
and new ones delayed but the weak oil and economic 
environment forced down market prices early in the year.

Future investment in export production was in major doubt 
as floating storage regasification units (FSRUs) took centre 
stage for importers.

Weaker east Asian demand continued for much of the year 
but Middle East and Indian LNG consumption blossomed.

Despite competition from the start of US LNG exports 
and additional Australian production, European reloads in 
2016 still played an important role for traders in managing 
positions into the Middle East.

Here is the ICIS LNG Year in Review for 2016.

The ICIS East Asia Index (EAX) front month sheds $2.00/
MMBtu in January and trades below $5.00/MMBtu, the 
lowest price in seven years. Falling oil prices and LNG sell 
tenders weaken sentiment, with only South Korea showing 
incremental demand in east Asia.

Brent crude trades below $30/bbl as fears over slowing 
growth in China drag down global economic sentiment and 
financial indices dive.

South Korean imports in 2015 are down 11% year on year, 
Japan down by 4% with China almost 1% lower. South 
Korean demand only recovers late in the year on unplanned 
nuclear plant outages.

In Egypt, the 75 million cubic metre/day Zohr field should 
start by 2019, according to Italy’s Eni, which sells a 30% 
stake in Zohr to Russia’s Rosneft in December, with BP 
taking 10%. 

Egypt successfully tenders for 68 LNG cargoes for 2017 
later in the year, but cancels plans for a third FSRU facility, 
instead focusing on its existing two FSRUs, and pipe flows 
from Jordan and Zohr.

Swiss trading companies dominate LNG supply to Egypt, 
with Qatar providing the majority of the volume. The 
Egyptian government pushes gas market liberalisation and 
regulation.

FEBRUARY
First LNG from US Lower 48

After a short delay, the first cargo is loaded from Cheniere’s 
Sabine Pass plant in the US Gulf. The Asia Vision delivers 
the inaugural cargo to Brazil’s Petrobras at Guanabara 
Bay. South America and the Middle East take the bulk of 
Cheniere’s commissioning cargoes from train 1.

Liftings from Sabine Pass’s first contractual offtaker, Anglo 
Dutch Shell, ramp up from June and Shell uses the widened 
Panama Canal to deliver into Manzanillo on Mexico’s west 
coast.

Train 2 at Sabine Pass loads a first cargo in August 
before both trains go down for maintenance. Later in 2017 
deliveries ramp up into Asia, as price premiums rise to the 
Atlantic basin.

Shell’s takeover of BG Group completes on 15 February  
to create the world’s largest private supplier with around a 
25% share of LNG and a shipping capacity close to 
50 vessels.

At the same time, Shell postpones a final investment decision 
(FID) on its LNG Canada export project, in what will come to 
be a major slowdown in export development in 2016. Large 
oil and gas companies see margins decline on lower pricing.

JANUARY
India renegotiates as prices dive

India’s largest LNG buyer Petronet successfully renegotiates 
its 7.5mtpa long-term contract with Qatar’s RasGas, 
reducing the historic reference period to oil. Customs data 
shows prices on the contract fall by 50% from December 
to January to the low $6.00s/MMBtu, as a result of the 
renegotiation. The two companies also agree an additional 
1mtpa sales and purchase agreement.

India remains a market of choice for spot and short-term 
sellers, despite increased contractual deliveries, with import 
capacity expanding by 50% at Dahej later in the year. 2016 
is on course to be a record year of LNG imports to India, 
surpassing 2015’s record of 15.15m tonnes and despite 
some delays to other planned import infrastructure.
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January: The ICIS East Asia Index hits a seven-
year low as oil trades below $30/bbl

February: Cheniere loads the first cargo from 
Sabine Pass as US Lower 48 LNG exports start

March: China’s ENN signs the first in a number of 
deals to supply its planned import terminal

April: Production is hit from the Australian Gorgon 
plant after less than one month since start up

May: Gas misses out in Brazil’s future power 
generation auctions as 2016 Americas LNG  
demand drops

June: First bookings are taken for LNG vessels 
through the widened Panama Canal
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BP’s FID on the 3.8mtpa train 3 at the Indonesian plant 
in Tangguh in July is the only large-scale FID of the year. 
Progress is made at Malaysian PETRONAS’ Canadian 
Pacific North West plant and Eni’s Coral South FLNG in 
Mozambique, but another year slips without final decisions.   

Expectations of oversupply persist out to at least 2020, 
but the market is balanced for much of the year on higher 
Middle East demand and new production delays, as well as 
outages.

Several swap or flexible deals are signed between buyers 
and LNG traders ahead of Asian buyers’ US supply 
contracts starting up, due to fears of being overcommitted. 
France’s Total and Indonesian Pertamina sign deals to lift 
from the latter’s position at Cheniere’s Corpus Christi plant 
and then to deliver volumes back to Indonesia. 

Tokyo Gas and JERA later in the year sign agreements with 
UK utility Centrica, as a mix of Asian utilities secure swap 
deals or gain access to European regasification via traders.  
A trading mentality develops among traditional buying 
companies.
 

MARCH
Steady progress from China

Private Chinese buyers fail to make significant progress in 
securing LNG cargoes in 2016 but new supply agreements 
trickle through.

Gas distributor ENN in March signs a Heads of Agreement 
with Australia’s Origin Energy for 0.5mtpa over five years, 
starting in 2018 or 19, when ENN completes its Zhoushan 
import terminal.

Total and ENN sign a binding 10-year deal for 0.5mtpa from 
2018, with a further 0.65mtpa 10-year deal finalised between 
ENN and Chevron in August, also from 2018 or 2019.

State-owned Beijing Gas will take its first of 10 winter 
cargoes from France’s ENGIE in December, after signing a 

deal in August to cover the utility’s peak-shaving and  
flexible requirements.

Other Chinese buyers hold off signing deals, due to 
uncertainty on regulatory approval for proposed terminals 
and comparatively cheap competing coal prices. But 
upcoming new gas-fired power generation will see 
demand for gas and LNG increase by 2020, supported by 
independent buyers keen to diversify supply options. 

Independent buyer Guanghui Energy delays commissioning of 
its Jiangsu import terminal from January 2017 to March or April.

New LNG export plans slow as the US Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission denies Jordan Cove LNG one of 
the final permits required to start construction of the 6.8mtpa 
plant. The decision is upheld in December. The US  
regulator in February delays approval for the 15.6mtpa 
Golden Pass plant.

Woodside shelves plans to develop the Australian Browse 
floating LNG plant, citing a weak economic climate.

On a more positive supplier note, the 8mtpa Magnolia plant 
receives construction approval in April and extends an 
offtake agreement with Meridian LNG in December.

In Russia, Yamal LNG confirms it has closed out the bulk of 
offtake contracts on a long-term basis, with a large majority 
for Asian customers. The 16.5mtpa plant is due to start 
production in late 2017.

APRIL
Gorgon woes kick in

Technical issues trigger a shutdown at train one of the Australian 
Gorgon plant after less than one month of production. The 
project suffers further delays on train 2 later in the year.

Australian LNG supply rises by 50% year on year despite 
another delay to train 2 ramp-up at APLNG later in 2016. The 
country boosts its position as the world’s second largest exporter. 
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Train 9 at Malaysia’s Bintulu starts up in June, but 
commercial operations are due to start at the 3.6mtpa  
plant in the first quarter of 2017. The first PETRONAS  
cargo from its floating PFLNG plant is pushed back to  
early 2017.

These delays, coupled with a loss of production in Yemen, 
Angola and curtailed feedgas at Trinidad’s Atlantic LNG, 
stem the expected oversupply in 2016 as global production 
operating rates fall.

But in April, Asian and South American spot LNG prices fall 
further, to the mid $4.00s/MMBtu, briefly below northwest 
European gas hubs, where prices are pushed up by 
weather-driven demand and the reaction to a planned 
French carbon tax.

Portugal receives its first US LNG cargo with incumbent 
Galp taking a delivery from Cheniere. No US cargoes are 
delivered to northwest Europe.

Kuwait’s KPC signs a four-year 0.5mtpa deal with Qatargas, 
following on from a similar deal in 2014. Consistent 
deliveries to Egypt and Jordan and a rise in Qatari 
shipments to Pakistan under the new long-term contract, 
lead to a sharp total annual rise in LNG delivered to the 
region. This demand could in part explain the fall in flexible 
Qatari deliveries into the UK South Hook terminal.

Ominous signs continue from Japan where utility TEPCO 
decommissions 12 power plants, including eight gas-fired 
CCGTs. The move comes as the Japanese power market 
starts to liberalise, bringing in new competitors that do not 
carry the burden of old, inefficient power plants.

The government also starts to the push utilities to develop 
gas pipe connections and LNG storage in an attempt to 
create a gas hub.

Japan moves towards a contractual LNG oversupply with 
a peak net import balance of almost 91m tonnes in 2018, 
according to ICIS LNG Edge, more than the record level 
received in 2014.

Progress is slow on nuclear restarts for much of 2016, but utility 
Kyushu Electric in November secures permission to restart its 
Genkai plant, which would give the company four operational 
nuclear facilities alone, including its Sendai operations.

MAY
Americas LNG not at the races

Just one gas-fired power plant is awarded a contract in 
Brazilian government auctions for future power generation.

Hydro-power generation dominates, alongside thermal-
fired biomass. The news does little for the prospects of 
independent gas importers, which already face uncertainty 
over downstream access given political and energy 
regulatory uncertainty.

Ship owner Golar in December says it is looking for additional 
customers to buy LNG from its planned Brazilian FSRU that 
will deliver gas to the Sergipe power plant from 2020. Only 
one third of the facility’s capacity is booked by December.

Demand for LNG across the Americas suffers in 2016, with 
Brazilian imports falling by two thirds and Argentinean and 
Mexican imports also lower. 

Peru’s Henry Hub-linked supply contract with Mexico comes 
under pressure and deliveries are diverted with the Peruvian 
government pushing to change price terms. Shell is the sole 
offtaker from Peru.

ICIS launches a US Gulf free on board LNG assessment 
in the daily LMD report, in line with the start of US exports 
and expected rise in the region’s liquidity. The assessment 
is based on outright price feedback from the market with 
netbacks to delivered destinations also considered.

In Europe, Russian and Norwegian pipe gas flows step 
up for much of the year, plugging the gap from cuts in the 
Netherlands’ Groningen field.

Gazprom indicates it would be willing to accommodate 
hybrid pricing elements in long-term pipe supply contracts, 
incorporating oil and hub-indexation. But it continues to talk 
up the role of oil indexation. 

LNG contracts are widely renegotiated in 2016, with buyers 
pushing for more flexibility on volume, delivery and lower 
outright prices.

Australia’s Woodside reports the conclusion of 10 
contractual price reviews from its North West Shelf plant. 
Lower slopes and constants are reported in other contracts.

 

DELAYS TO NEW LNG PRODUCTION IN 2016

Plant Capacity 
(mtpa)

Schedule at end 
2015

Actual first 
production

Gorgon train 2 5.2 Q3 2016 October 2016

APLNG train 2 4.5 Q2 2016 October 2016

PFLNG 1.2 March 2016 December 2016

Malaysia LNG 
train 9 3.6 Q1 2016 September 2016
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JUNE
First Panama LNG vessels booked

The first bookings of LNG vessels to transit the widened 
Panama Canal are made for July following the completion of 
a set of third locks.

Tight reservation restrictions and limitations on booking 
slots are expected to be a feature in the early stages of the 
canal’s use for LNG.

Later in the year both Cheniere and Shell are using Panama 
to deliver US Sabine Pass cargoes to east Asia as seasonal 
peak demand approaches.

ICIS calculations show that using Panama could reduce the 
duration of a voyage from the Gulf of Mexico to Tokyo by 
14 days to 25 days, instead of a significantly longer journey 
round South America.

On pricing, spot LNG prices rise to five-month highs, back 
above $5.00/MMBtu, as buy tender awards are made by 
Mexico, India and Egypt and with oil prices rising. 

The South Korean government says it wants to allow third 
parties to import LNG independently of incumbent KOGAS 
by 2025.

Currently, private companies such as SK E&S and POSCO 
can import LNG but only for their own use and if they buy at 
a price below KOGAS’ long-term contract. 

In the Americas, the Uruguayan LNG import project called 
GNL del Plata is seeking a new development partner after 
stakeholders Marubeni and ENGIE withdraw.

In July, Japan’s Mitsui OSK Lines signs a new 20-year 
charter agreement with the project, to supply a 263,000cbm 
FSRU. The contract is expected to start in 2018.

The access to liquid, traded markets and relative proximity 
to buyers, notably in Egypt, support northwest European 
reloads with the more expensive Spain still absent.

JULY
Europe LNG reloads in fashion

After months of limited activity, European reloads are back in 
favour as European hub prices fall in relation to Middle East 
and Americas markets. The Netherlands and the UK see a 
rise in activity from June to September with traders including 
Swiss Trafigura and Vitol among those securing cargoes to 
cover positions.

July: European reloads back in fashion as 
northwest Europe hub prices trade at a wider 
discount to Middle East and Americas

August: Turkey charters its first FSRU for the 
coming winter ahead of domestic gas shortages

September: Israel’s Leviathan partners sign a 
supply deal with Jordan as the beleaguered project 
gains some momentum

October: BP signs a long-term LNG offtake 
deal in Mozambique but nearby Tanzania’s export 
plans slow

November: Train 2 at Australia’s Gorgon plant 
starts but outages soon hit Pacific basin supply

December: Qatargas and RasGas agree to 
merge into one selling entity within 12 months
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Russian and Norwegian pipe gas flows to Europe are up 
year on year, limiting the need for imported LNG. 

Poland welcomes monthly deliveries of Qatari LNG into its 
recently-started terminal at Swinoujscie under the 20-year 
1mtpa contract.

The role of Baltic LNG grows with the send out of regasified 
LNG from Lithuania’s Klaipeda terminal much higher than 
in 2015 as Norwegian LNG steps up against Russian pipe 
imports.

Finland receives a small-scale commissioning cargo from 
Belgium for its 30,000 cubic metre (cbm) Pori terminal 
developed by Skangas to service local industry and for LNG 
bunkering. Commercial operations begin in September as 
an array of partnerships and plans to develop small-scale 
LNG infrastructure are announced in the Nordic and Baltic 
regions.

In Southeast Asia, Thai buyer PTT says its 5mtpa Map Ta 
Phut terminal will be expanded to 10mtpa by mid-2017.

Imports into Thailand rise in 2016 on declining domestic 
supply and falling pipe imports from Myanmar. Studies by 
the state-run Electricity Generation Authority of Thailand for 
a second import terminal continue.

Taiwan remains the most optimistic of East Asian LNG 
buyers, revealing plans that it will start shutting nuclear 
plants from 2018, in line with the policy of the recently-
elected government.

State-owned utility Taipower may consider building its own 
import terminal, in addition to one planned by incumbent 
buyer CPC. Taipower wants to buy its own LNG rather than 
depending on utilising capacity at CPC’s two terminals.

AUGUST
Angola down as spot market stabilises

After producing four cargoes since restart from a lengthy 
outage, the 5.2mtpa Angola plant shuts for additional 
maintenance from July to late September.

Cargoes are tendered individually from Angola where 
production is more consistent from late September with the 
exception of another two-week shutdown in late October. 
The majority of cargoes are delivered to India where 
appetite remains for short-term tenders.

Spot LNG prices dip to the mid $5s/MMBtu in August as 
Argentinean buyer ENARSA postpones deliveries awarded 
in a recent tender and additional cargoes are offered from 
Asia. Spot prices trade in the mid $5s/MMBtu until an upturn 
in late September.

In Turkey, incumbent BOTAS scraps plans to build a fourth 
storage tank at its Marmara terminal but the company books 
half the capacity at its first FSRU to be positioned near 
Aliaga.

The 145,130cbm Neptune FSRU arrives into Turkey in 
December, chartered by a subsidiary of Turkish construction 
group Kolin from French ENGIE, reportedly for two years.

Turkey suffers a major shortage of gas late in the year 
because of low temperatures with a rise in contractual and 
spot LNG deliveries as a result.

SEPTEMBER
Steady progress at Leviathan

Government and regulatory hurdles plague development of 
Israel’s 22 trillion cubic feet (tcf) Leviathan field but progress 
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comes in September with a deal to supply up to 45 billion 
cubic metres/year to Jordan’s NEPCO over a period up to 
15 years.

Discussions continue over other offtake agreements but the 
development of the 30tcf Zohr gas field changes the supply 
outlook for possible buyers in nearby Egypt.

The timeline for developing Leviathan slips to 2019. 
Domestic stakeholders in Leviathan approve development 
later in the year but a final investment decision (FID) is still 
required from US operator Noble Energy.

In India, state-run IOC and GAIL take a stake in the east coast 
Adani Group’s Dhamra import terminal. Both take regasification 
capacity at the terminal which is scheduled to come online in 
2019, pending construction of necessary pipelines.

Coal still dominates energy requirements on India’s east 
coast where five LNG import terminals are planned, but their 
development may hinge on low LNG prices given India’s 
highly price-sensitive approach to buying.

In December, Swan Energy reports approval to start building 
infrastructure needed to receive an FSRU in Gujarat which 
is to be supplied by Belgium’s Exmar.

FSRUs and floating storage units (FSUs) remain in fashion 
with new vessel charters kicking in over 2016 for countries 
including the UAE, Malta, Ghana, Jamaica, Colombia and 
Turkey. Ship owner Hoegh says send-out from its fleet of 
FSRUs doubled over the first nine months of the year.

On shipping, India’s GAIL scraps a requirement that vessels 
in its nine-carrier LNG tender must be built in India. GAIL 
has been trying to secure newbuild vessels to transport 
5.8mtpa of contracted US supply that will kick in from 2017 
but the tender is continually re-issued and cancelled. 

 
OCTOBER
Mozambique moves, China slows

Britain’s BP agrees a 20-year deal to buy LNG from partners 
in area 4 offshore east Africa’s Mozambique where Italy’s 
Eni is planning a 3.3mtpa floating LNG production facility, 
Coral South.

Eni reiterates its support of Coral South in November but 
final investment will depend on approval of other partners in 
the concession, China’s CNPC, Portuguese GALP, South 
Korea’s KOGAS and Mozambique’s state-run ENH. 

Potential start date for Coral South is 2021 but this may 
hinge on a 2016 FID.

Norway’s Statoil later says an FID In Tanzania’s export 
project is unlikely in the next five years.

South Africa is soon expected to begin a tender process for 
a gas-to-power programme that will allow LNG imports into 
FSRUs. The government calls for investment in gas-fired 
power generation that would be fuelled by imported LNG.
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terminal is expected to receive a commissioning LNG 
cargo by the end of February. The terminal is also 
expected to begin reload and small-scale LNG operations 
this year. France’s Total and EDF have 8bcm/year and 
2bcm/year capacity at the terminal for a 20-year period.

Poland’s newly commissioned Swinoujscie terminal is 
expected to receive volumes from February, but contract 
renegotiations with Qatargas mean cargoes previously 
destined for Poland can continue to be sold into other 
markets this year.

Work on the floating storage conversion unit for 
Malaysian Bumi Armada is scheduled for completion in 
the third quarter. The vessel will operate at the Delimara 
LNG regasification terminal in Malta.

The use of LNG as a marine fuel remains Europe’s best 
hope for long-term growth and could prosper in 2016 
following the introduction of new emission regulations for 
the sector from last year.

The construction work on Finland’s first small-scale LNG 
terminal in Pori is expected to complete by the autumn. 
The 30,000cbm terminal will improve the availability 
of LNG in Finland and reduce emissions, according to 
natural gas incumbent Gasum. Truck loading and reload 
operations from the Isle of Grain terminal in the UK are 
also expected to increase this year.

MIDDLE EAST

One area of optimism
In the course of 2016, the Middle East could present 
opportunities for both buyers and sellers to optimise their 
spot volumes.

Qatargas is likely to offer flexible cargoes to third parties 
as well as directly participating in tenders held by its long-
term customers such as Kuwait’s KPC and Thailand’s 
PTT. The producer may have a greater availability of 
flexible volumes in 2016, as buyers are expected to 
increasingly make use of flexibility to take lower volume in 
contracts.

On the buy side, Kuwait and Dubai are expected to 
increase imports this year. Kuwait will be seeking two 
cargoes per month during the peak of its demand season 
to supplement its basket of mid-term agreements. Dubai 
has secured a number of put options with sellers that 
would allow the company to absorb LNG at below a 
12% slope price of 90-day Brent crude oil indexation. 

Given large storage facilities in Dubai, the emirate is now 
viewed as a potential dumping ground for excess cargoes 
that could not find a home elsewhere.

Analysts question the process given previous failed attempts 
but bankers say requirements are structured in a lender-
friendly manner.

In China, CNOOC pushes back start-up of its 3mtpa 
Yuedong terminal in Jieyang to early 2017 because of 
oversupply in the domestic market. Commissioning is also 
delayed at CNOOC’s 4mtpa Diefu terminal in Shenzen.

Independent Chinese buyer Guanghui Energy pushes back 
commissioning of its Jiangsu import terminal to late quarter 
one, 2017 after difficulties securing an initial cargo.

http://www.icis.com/contact/request-to-demo-icis-lng-edge/?commodity=lng-edge&commodity=liquefied-natural-gas&channel=energy&channel=energy&cmpid=ilc%7cener%7cchhnt-2015-global-lngedge-video&cmpid=EMP%7cENER%7cCHHER-2016-02-GLOBAL-2016-LNGoutlook&sfid=701w0000000wyzg&sfid=701w0000001AZIW


Some grounds for demand optimism come from the 
International Maritime Organisation’s decision to adopt a 
2020 start for the 0.5% global cap on sulphur emissions 
from ship fuel. The decision was between a 2020 or 2025 
implementation and is welcomed as an incentive to switch 
away from fuel oil and oil to LNG as a cleaner fuel.

NOVEMBER
Gorgon train 2 up – briefly

Spot prices in east Asia stabilise at around $7.00/MMBtu in 
November as train 2 at Chevron’s Australian Gorgon plant starts 
up. The train then goes down for a brief outage in December, 
overshadowed by a lengthier shutdown at train 1 which in early 
December contributes to a rise in Asian spot pricing.

In the US, Sempra delays the start of its three-train 
14.95mtpa Cameron LNG plant by six months to mid-2018 
because of contractor issues. Train 2 will start at the end of 
2018 with train 3 back to 2019.

On the demand side, Egypt cancels a tender for a third 
FSRU, leaving the country with its existing two floating 
import terminals. The combination of LNG imports, pipeline 
imports from Jordan and the upcoming production from Zohr 
is seen as sufficient to cover demand.

In Europe, northwest Europe hubs prices rise to year-highs 
above $6.00/MMBtu on cold weather. Output from the major 
Dutch Groningen gas field hits a 12-month low with a lower 
cap in place on what may be taken from the field in Gas 
Year 2016.

The Dutch high court receives 25 appeals against the 
annual production cap which they view as being insufficient 
given concerns over seismic activity. A hearing is planned for 
December.

LNG deliveries into Europe fail to increase, however, with hub 
pricing falling back below $6.00/MMBtu in December as the 
focus returns to reloads with the Asian price premium returning.

The Dutch TTF is Europe’s most widely-traded over-the-
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counter hub and a preferred market for indexation on LNG 
supply and reload business.

Japanese utilities still talk up the role of the British NBP  
as a source of supply indexation alongside oil and the US 
Henry Hub.

DECEMBER
Qatari merger as prices rise

State-run Qatar Petroleum reveals it will merge RasGas and 
Qatargas, the largest global suppliers of LNG. The venture 
will be called Qatargas and is expected to become one 
entity within 12 months.

Spot market prices reach year highs, with east Asia back to 
the mid $9.00s/MMBtu on seasonal demand, most notably 
from KOGAS which is tendering for additional cargoes. 
But the market is in steep backwardation from February to 
March with buyers confident the increases will be short lived.

Asian spot prices come close to a $4.00/MMBtu premium 
to the NBP and TTF as traders look to European reloads to 
cover short positions but a lack of shipping in the Atlantic 
limits opportunities.

Interest in West African export and import opportunities 
rises, with BP particularly active. The company take a $1bn 
stake in offshore gas fields in Mauritania and Senegal with 
the aim of supplying a nearshore LNG export project.

Hoegh wins a contract to provide an FSRU to the Tema 
project in Ghana for 20 years. This comes on the back 
of delays to another FSRU project in Ghana, with the 
170,000cbm Golar Tundra sitting at the port of Tema for 
much of 2016 without being utilised.

Ghana’s Sankofa gas field sees additional funding from the 
World Bank.

France’s Total will lead a consortium to build and operate a 
3mtpa FSRU in the Ivory Coast with a planned start date  
of 2018.
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